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Precaution for marking machine 

Item                                       Conten

     
   Safety issues

1. Under no circumstances should heavy objects be placed on the galvanometer

2. Under any circumstances, it is strictly forbidden to aim the laser output port 
at the human body (especially glasses)

     
Clean environment Keep the environment clean, keep the inside of the equipment free of dust, 

water stains, dirt, foreign matters, etc., do not pile up debris on the equipment 
table and galvanometer, and do not impact the equipment.

    
working temperature

0℃-40℃

   
Supply voltage

220V（Other voltages need to be connected to voltage converters）

    
Operation and 
maintenance

1. Confirm that the emergency switch is normal and effective. After pressing the 
emergency switch, check whether the servo is on

2. When marking, do not place the marking file outside the marking scope box

    
Stop running Turn off the emergency stop galvanometer laser switch in turn and turn off the 

computer
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Water tank : a shape that 
keeps the marking machine 
equipment at a constant 
temperature

(Note: change the purified 
water once half a month or 
once a month)

Water Tank
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Marking machine function description ：

     

• Lifting bracket: it can be moved up, down, back and forth to adjust laser focusing
      

• Galvanometer: reflect the laser to the worktable and mark accurately according to the drawing
   

• Field mirror: improve the ability of edge beam incident on the detector and increase the working area

• Computer: operate the marking software for accurate marking

• Working switch: it is mainly composed of emergency stop switch, galvanometer switch and laser light on, 
and an automatic power switch is reserved

• Laser switch: the laser can operate only when the switch light is on
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Operation Procedure

Step 1 ：Water tank filling with pure water

Add water to the 
water tank: prepare 
a bucket of mineral 
water to be injected 
into the water tank. 
When the water 
meter shows that it 
is close to the 
yellow area, stop 
adding water

Water inlet and 
outlet

Water meter
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Step 2 ：Connecting water pipe

Connect the water 
pipe: insert one end 
of the water pipe 
interface into the 
water tank interface 
and the other end 
into the laser water 
pipe interface

Installation process 
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Step 3：power on

Power on: insert the water tank 
power plug, computer power plug 
and laser power plug into the socket 
equipped on the equipment 
respectively (Note: the equipment is 
220V voltage, if your country is 110V, 
must to change! Important!)

Open the water tank: save 
the temperature below 25 
℃, and then turn on the 
computer

Installation process 

Step 4 ： Open EzCad2

Open EzCad2

Start up: rotate the emergency stop from 
right to left, press the display switch of 
laser and galvanometer, and rotate the 
red light
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Step 5 ：
Import the PLT file into the marking software 
and change the size as requiredNote: the 
document shall be exported in PLT format in 
the drawing software or directly input in the 
marking software

The size is changed according 
to the customer's 
requirements

Text input icon

Operation Procedure
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Step 6：focus on products with different 
heights

click "1" to draw a square 
- click "2" to pop up a 
dialog box - click "OK")

1

2
Note: when adjusting the 
focus, adjust the speed to 
500, power to 10 and 
frequency to 30 (this 
parameter is not a fixed 
parameter. When adjusting 
the focus, we should try to 
make the energy bigger to 
better focus)

Operation Procedure
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1、Click ：

Note: "continuous 
machining option" can be 
checked only when the 
focus is adjusted. When the 
focus is adjusted, the check 
is removed

Click red light

Step 7：focus on products with different heights

Operation Procedure
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Step 7：Shutdown

Shutdown: when the device is not in 
use,1. Turn off the "laser switch", 
"galvanometer switch" and "emergency 
stop switch" of the marking machine 
chassis in turn, and then turn off the 
computer2. Close the water tank3. 
Finally, unplug the power plug

Operation Procedure

Shutdown:  f rom 
left to right
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